COLLEGE SPIRIT

A NOISE backhanded expression and a more meandering and complicated and rather unelaborate and true sense it expressed a feeling that was not, perhaps, and could not be, nor was it meant, to serve her. Unfortunately, the appearance of the other member of which true service has been lost in the jumble of ideas it has come to express. The meaning of which an avenue through which an audience from the after the close of its school year has entered is no no less fascinating and elaborate to the other than the former.

Thursday, February 16, 1923

The student body at M.I.T. has

COMMUNICATION

a second move to force their way

ANNUAL MEETING

The World's Affairs

The craftsman is the man who shows him the way to the house where a well-to-do gentleman of

BROWN BROTHERS & CO.

BROWN, SHIPLEY & COMPANY

Twoful Meals, including Sunday Dinner, 7.00

L. PINKOS

Borgin Building

406 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

Dinner, 60 Cents

New Arrival $14.50

L. J. B. Tolto, Manager

ATTEND TO COLORS EARLY

ADVISES MEDICAL DEPT.

Over one hundred cases per day are being treated by the medical department of the school, and there are in the house more than six hundred. The Department urges that all students who are in any way affected to report at once for treatment as most colds are of short duration if properly attended to. The Department says, it is responsible for the health of the entire campus and therefore


The student body at M.I.T., has demonstrated its ability to handle a crisis and to maintain order in an emergency.

Many students will object to the student action on this point. Paul, a small auto student who may object to requiring a man to sign a statement that he cannot do something which he has not done. The general plan is that each member of the student body shall be liable for any damage he may do to the college.